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Abstract
As video games become more realistic, their applications are ever expanding. They can now
show detail at an almost photorealistic level, and allow the player to make any number of
decisions that can affect the outcome. Simulations are using this to create more and more
realistic scenarios as training for high-risk professions. This creative project will research what is
necessary for models that are to be used in educational or training simulations.
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Introduction
With the recent rise in interactive technology like the Oculus Rift, Google Glass, and
other immersive gadgets, many people are asking “What are the useful applications of this?
What can this technology be used for other than entertainment”? However a lot of this is already
being implemented as training equipment for high-risk jobs such as police, military, surgeons,
and bomb disposal units. (Warren) It allows them to train in specifically created scenarios
without danger or the use of space, or expensive equipment since the Oculus Rift developer’s kit
has been dropping in price as the technology became less expensive. This study of training
simulations focuses on the visual aspect, specifically the use of technically accurate models to
represent real-life objects. My goal was to find out what goes into making three-dimensional
models that are meant to be implemented into an educational tutorial or simulation.
Research and Gathering Data
Some of the more common simulations on the market for career education are readily
available for download and viewing, specifically Zero Hour: America’s Medic made by Virtual
Heroes inside of Unreal Engine. Their technical simulations range from training Hilton
employees how to treat guests, to training first responders on how to react to situations like
earthquakes or terrorist attacks. Since Virtual Heroes has been contracted by groups ranging
from DARPA to the CIA to make simulations, their work was a constant reference. Though
simulations can be made in any interactive program such as Unity’s famed Surgeon Simulator,
Unreal Engine was used in this experiment in reference to processing and interaction. Threedimensional models cannot be used without some sort of engine, and Unreal has become one of
the standard programs in the gaming industry to use for interaction. This gave a reliable frame of
reference as to the limits the model would have in regards to texture resolution and polygon
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count. However with current engines polygon count is almost negligible and allows for much
more detail in any given model, so the modeling restrictions were minimal. The limits of the
models are on the user’s end, specifically in the platforms being used. Educational and training
simulations are almost exclusively meant for computers, which generally have fewer limits
compared to gaming consoles like the PlayStation or the Xbox. Dedicated gaming platforms can
run more complex games because it’s what they were made for specifically. The problem with
designing for computers is their variability, which directly impacts how it can be used. If a given
computer does not have necessary memory or processing power, it would be unable to run the
simulation. These simulations are not meant to be games, they are designed to be tools for
education. That being said, they have to be made so that they can be used on any computer that is
at hand which provides some limit to textures and polygons on the models. (Darnell)

Screenshot from Zero Hour: America’s Medic, produced by Virtual Heroes.
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I began by comparing the ambulance models made for simulation to those of games like
The Last of Us, Grand Theft Auto V, and Saints Row IV. These games are made for the public at
large, and are for entertainment purposes. This means the models within do not have to be
technically accurate, and merely have to just look like what an ambulance would be.

An ambulance from the game Saints Row IV.

From the exterior it does indeed look like an ambulance, and as shown above the player
can get into the driver’s seat and drive the model, so there are interior models and textures for the
cab. However after studying ambulances there are several things that are done purely for the
player, and would not be on an actual ambulance. The white cross seen on the side panel as well
as the roof would be painted onto an ambulance, not objects attached to the metal. Generally the
roof is reserved for either another row of lights, or housing the air conditioning for the patient.
Also, the doors on the rear cab sit quite far out from the ambulance’s side. On every make and
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model of ambulance that I studied, the doors are flush with the rest of the metal. Yes, there are
hinges and bars around the doors, but the doors themselves lie flat when closed. On the Saint’s
Row model shown above, they are very pronounced and noticeable. The reasoning for this is
more than likely so the player would notice them because it is expected that ambulances have
doors on their sides, and since the camera is relatively distant from the player in the Saints Row
franchise they had to make them more pronounced to be seen.
Next came the process of choosing what to make a model of. It had to be something that
would be used in a training simulation, so there were certain criteria that had to be met. The
choice to use an ambulance was inspired by a friend who is a paramedic complaining about the
vehicle training they were taking. I had been looking for a model subject for some time, but
when I looked at an ambulance in detail, it became clear that an ambulance would be a perfect
subject for a model. The next thing was to contact the Morrow Fire Department in Morrow,
Georgia about photographing and measuring one of their ambulances for reference and Fire
Chief Herendeen was incredibly gracious about letting me come to his department and
commandeer his rescue squad for a few hours on two separate occasions. Over one hundred
pictures of the ambulance’s interior and exterior were taken, as it was incredibly important to
have adequate reference for anything that the model would need. Aside from detail pictures,
orthographic photographs of the ambulance were needed to get proportions right. Measurements
were also taken of the ambulance so that the 3D model would be scaled correctly.
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Modeling to Measurements
Maya has a setting where the scale can be feet and inches, which is incredibly useful for
modeling to measurements. Since measurements of an ambulance were taken, it would expedite
the process of modeling the object to simply use the straight measurements. Maya’s grid was set
to inches, and then all the measurements that were taken were converted from feet and inches to
solely inches, ensuring that everything would be in the same scale. However, the trouble with
this plan was apparent almost immediately when it came to modeling the curves that were in the
model. The diameter of the curves had been measured, but the front wheel wells were not
entirely circular so diameter would only get the model so close. I tried to make the curves match
the pictures that were taken of the ambulance but they weren’t as accurate as would be required
for a simulation model, especially since the model is supposed to be proportionate and accurate.
Since the geometric shapes were blocked in and the work was still accurate, the model was saved
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and then image planes with the reference pictures were made so that they could be used in Maya
as reference for the irregular shapes and curves while retaining the accurate measurements.

This is an early iteration of the model, and the point that I realized I would have to model to reference images, and
not just the measurements I took.

Modeling from Reference Images
The first step in putting images into Maya is making them square. This entailed taking the
picture into Photoshop on a square canvas and centering it. Since all of the pictures were taken
with the same orientation I could use the same canvas and photoshop file, just with different
layers. Having an orthographic view was important for this, so four images were necessary: from
the front and back, and from both sides. After saving them out individually in Targa format, I put
them in Maya and attached them to image planes. The next step was lining up the planes with the
model I already had built from the measurements, and making sure that they were scaled
correctly. After that, I had to be able to see through my model so I changed the viewport setting
to X-Ray and went into the orthographic view. Since I knew the model was almost entirely
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symmetrical I used the Mirror Cut function and modeled the left half to match the picture, then
mirrored it over to get a complete model. This is only for the exterior, as the interior is entirely
asymmetric.

Bifurcated model in Maya showing image planes.

To model the doors I used the measurements I had taken and added edge loops into the
model, and extracted the faces. This ensured that the doors would be both to scale, and the same
size as the holes in the model to avoid faces clipping into each other during animation. With the
exception of the cab he doors themselves are almost entirely geometric, so the model could be
aligned to the left and right orthographic grids then cut with edge loops to match the
measurements. Then they were extruded out to get the depth and silhouette to match the original
object. Every door had to be made because simulations are all about options, since they are made
for educational purposes. The player or student needs to be able to make both right and wrong
decisions to prove their knowledge. This is also useful in this particular situation because the
same model can be used for multiple scenarios.
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The interior of the ambulance is a bit different, because it has to match with the holes in
the exterior. However, most simulations like the ones made by Virtual Heroes create a new
screen with an overlay when changing to interior areas such as the cab, or the rear of the
ambulance.
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This is a screenshot of the riding view of the ambulance in Zero Hour: First Responders.

This means that the player will be able to see the driver and passenger seat as well as the
rear section from outside the ambulance, but not actually be able to climb into them. The model
does not have to be as detailed in these parts, because it would be adding unnecessary geometry
that would not even be seen by the player.
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This screen shows what the player sees when opening the rear ambulance doors. Note that almost the entire
interior of the vehicle is obscured.

I roughed out the interior then extracted the faces, moving it out so I could work on it
more easily. This also means that I could cut down on the edge loops and therefore unnecessary
faces in the model.
Rendering
In order to showcase a model and make it look like what it is supposed to be, it has to be
textured. As previously stated, the Unreal Engine is now powerful enough that having more
texture files is not a drain on the processor like it was in previous versions. This step begins with
unfolding the UVs, making it so that the faces are all lying flat and the textures don’t stretch
across the model. Planar mapping was the most sensible choice since the objects are geometric,
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and then the UV edges were cut and unfolded because it keeps the ratios as similar as possible to
the object itself. Each object was isolated, and here I was presented with the option of having one
large texture sheet with the entire vehicle on it or many smaller texture sheets with one for each
individual object. I knew that in order to make the doors animated in a game engine like they
would need to be, they would have to be separate objects outside of a group so I opted to make
several 2048x2048 texture sheets rather than one large 4096x4096 one. Photographs were used
in combination with CrazyBump to make the normal maps, and Photoshop to paint the specular
maps. These two maps make the ambulance look more weathered and less clean, without adding
any more geometry. While Unreal could handle the extra geometry with ease, there is no point in
adding polygons that don’t need to be there.
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Obviously the ambulance will not be shown on a turntable in-game, it will be seen from
every angle by the player moving around it. However it is important to show the full interactivity
of the ambulance. I tried animating all the doors opening and closing at once, but was told by
everyone that I showed it to that it made it difficult to focus and had to re-watch it several times
to see each door. This was resolved by cascading the doors open and shut, and going left to right.
When I showed it again to the same people they universally agreed that it was much easier to
read.
Conclusion
In short, the techniques for modeling for simulations are not different from making
models for entertainment purposes. The major difference is the variability in the model. With
game models, it is only necessary to model what the player needs to succeed and the rest can be
left out. In this example, if this were an ambulance for a game made for entertainment, like in
The Last of Us by Naughty Dog, the model had one side door that opened, and the rest of the
model was flat. This goes back to the previous statement that an engine can handle almost any
polygon count anymore, but there is no point in adding geometry that a player will not see.
George Sokol, an environment artist at Volition, said that models differ from game to game,
because of what the player will need to see. The only reason to make a model with a defined
interior is if the player will be explicitly interacting with it, as in a simulation.
As a result of this research thesis, I have learned the workflow and process required to
make an interactive hard-surface model for digital simulation. The process for making the
models is very similar to making models for entertainment, however the simulation has more
pieces and interactivity whereas the entertainment model has less interaction, but a similar visual
impact.
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The Future of This Model
This model, while to a stage of completion, is far from being finished. In the near future I
plan on going back and reworking some of the textures, as well as the model itself. The white
and red on the body will not be as pure as they are now. It will have some color variation to show
age and wear as opposed to currently, where it looks like an ambulance fresh off the assembly
line. Once the changes have been made to the model, the next step is to put it in an interactive
setting. I would like to create a simple simulation for it using Unreal Engine Four, to demonstrate
that the model is capable of being used for its intended purpose. This means further research into
what an emergency call requires for a paramedic, as far as equipment and skill.
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